Date: 08-01-2019
Subject: Vacancy Full Stack
Developer
Our reference: 2019.008.01-V

Job: Full Stack Developer
We are looking for you to let our systems talk!

‘Let products do the talking’ that basically what Pharox is about. We let apples notify the customer if
they’re still tasty and let doors calling that it’s too cold at your working place. Boxes and crates send the
confirmation themselves if they are delivered and had a pleasant journey or we let trailers do their own
planning. With our own sensors, our different apps we deliver intelligence to supply chains, e-commerce
and production facilities.

Who is Pharox?

Pharox is startup in Internet of Things solutions and ready to scale up fast. A small team of four,
experienced, young guys or…. young of mind. Joris, Sander, Ernst-Jan and Hidde combine business
innovations, control and IT engineering capabilities. Some of us are allways jumping around, others are a
bit slow on Monday after the weekend but well organised. We have several strategic partnerships with
network suppliers, telco operators, IT partners and knowledge institutes for a strong ecosystem, to fall
back on if needed but first of all to be in the front row for exciting and new R&D-developments.
Enjoy, be curious, supporting each other and growth is what we stand for in our team. To expand our
team, develop nice ideas for our clients and tick boxes in our roadmap we are looking for your experience
and fresh ideas. Let your ideas do the talking!

We are looking for?

Young (0-2 years experience) Full Stack Developer(s) in a full time job (32-40hrs) who can handle
javascript frameworks, experienced in NodeJS, NoSQL databases (we have Mongo DB). A taste of VeuJs
and Computer Vision and Deep Learning skills are bonus. Speaking Dutch or English or German or any
other dialect is a nice to have.
You have a bachelor or master degree in IT, operational research or data science.
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Nice! But what’s in it for me?

You work hard and make nice stuff for our IoT platform and analytics tooling. You’re involved in the
whole lifecycle of our software. If you want you can specialize yourself in the back- or frontend
applications or in deep learning and computer vision. Experimenting is part of your job. This setting of
our startup gives you the opportunity to grow with our company, our clients and develop yourself.
You get a market conform salary, plenty autonomy and time off. And the future option of participating in
the company.

Your working place

Today we are located at the Innovation Hub in the Manufactuur in Venlo but are moving the 1st of
February 2019 to our new office at the Brightland Campus Greenport Venlo to facilitate our growth
strategy in the middle of all kinds of innovative companies and Universities as neighbors. A nice new
office and with cool restaurant.

Send

Your CV/Resume to us (joris@pharox.io) and we like to know your suggestion how we should name our
just ordered office plants. If you have any questions upfront just give a ring +31611368778.

Acquisition based on this vacancy is not appreciated.
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